2016 IMD ACC Meeting Minutes
May 26, 2016
Wendover, Nevada
Present:
Carma Burnett , Mike Hammer, Todd Brickson, Shannon Carrell, Kevin Chaffee, Steve Bounous, Becky
Stone, Scott McGrew, Bridger Call, Matt Brown, Gordon Perry, Dagi Stock, Jesse Hunt, Tami Stong,
Troy Price, Mark Wedeking, Matt Sylvester, Corey McGrath, Mike Collaer, Jason Lance, Jamie Dupratt,
Karen Korfanta, Markus Stock, Gail Barber, Scott Mathers, Kristian Guay, Molly Laramie, Keith Brower,
Fletcher White
8:30 Meeting called to order by IMD ACC Chairman, Todd Brickson.
Approval of the Minutes of the ACC Meeting of May 2015
MSP(Call/Bounous) To approve the minutes of the meeting on May 28, 2015.
Approval of Agenda
MSP(Sylvester/Huntl) To approve agenda.
Reports
Chairman's Report- Todd Brickson- (see attached)
Director's Report- Carma Burnett - (see attached)
Western Region ACC Report- Todd Brickson
USSA Education Working Group- Steve Schowengerdt (see attached)
USSA Alpine TD Working Group- Carma Burnett-(see attached)
IMD Alpine Officials Education/ USSA Timing Working Group- Tami Strong

Reviewed the Timing Report analysis for IMD that was presented at the USSA Timing Working Group at
USSA Congress. Report is attached. Based on this report a few areas have been targeted for improvement
regarding the Timing Report for the upcoming season and clubs will be getting that information in the
fall. Snowbird/Sun Valley held a “hands on” Timing Clinic that covered Timing equipment set up,
Synching of timing devices, and Timing Report Software set up. Vola was also introduced as a part of
this clinic. Regarding race organization, organizers should be reminded that all NONScored races still
need a certified “Chief of Timing” per USSA’s sanction agreement. Organizers will be able to use Vola
or Split Second next season.
YSL Chairman's Report- Becky Stone
Becky stated that the YSL ran very smoothly this season. Everyone is chipping in to help some of the
new race organizers get up to speed. The YSL group was very happy with the new bibs that were
ordered mid-season. Becky will get with the YSL Committee over the summer to discuss YSL proposals
for the fall call.
Development Committee Report- Troy Price (see attached)
Approval of Reports
MSP(Stone/Call) To Approve Reports
Old/New Business
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Bnet Committee- A committee was formed to discuss the future use of the IMD Bnet. They will report
back in the fall. The committee members are: Mark Wedeking, Corey McGrath, Matt Sylvester and Keith
Brower.
Dual Protocol Committee- A committee was formed to draft the protocols for IMD duals. The committee
members are: Adele Savaria, Dagi Stock, Matt Brown, Matt Sylvester, Kristiina Rove and Bo Maciejko.
The draft will be ready for the handbook in the fall.
ACC Finance Committee- A finance committee was set up to discuss distribution of funds from the
investment account. The committee members are: Troy Price, Chairman, Shannon Carrell, Fletcher
White, Jesse Hunt and Scott Mcgrew
Liability Insurance Coverages- A discussion regarding vehicle liability coverage’s and IMD’s liability for
our aging Bnet was discussed. Snowbird asked that the process IMD uses to assign and reimburse travel

expense for IMD quota events where athletes are riding in vehicles not from their home club be reviewed
so there is no conflict with a club’s own vehicle travel policy as this is a liability issue for both the Club
and potentially IMD. IMD agreed to have further discussion regarding this with legal counsel over the
summer.
Sanction Agreements for U14 Projects- A discussion took place regarding who should be pulling the
sanction agreements for our U14 Projects. In the past IMD has pulled the sanction agreement. Should
the host area pull the sanction agreement? IMD will seek counsel on this and report back in the fall.
Team Registration on IMD Website
MSF-(Bounous/Perry) To have Team Registration on website with payment. List key emails for
communications.- Motion Failed
Requirement for Intermountain Junior Team Members
MSP- (Hunt/Brown- Bridger opposes)- Members of the IMD Junior Team need to have 1 IMC start or
volunteer for 1 day at an IMD Project. There may be a special case consideration made for athletes who
are unable to fulfill that requirement.
Eliminate 2nd year U14’s from the U14 Spring Project
MSP- (Price/Hunt)
Revise U14 Spring Project quota and add 2nd year U12’s
MSP- (Price/Hunt) Revise the U14 quota to the U14 Spring Project to 15m/15w. Allow a quota of 5m/5w
for 2nd year U12’s to be selected from IMD Championships.
Approval of the Calendar
MSP (Price/Perry)
Approval of the Budget
MSP (Brickson/Hunt)
New Business
IMD Address
Intermountain had some issues with returned mail this last season. This summer IMD will move it’s PO
Box to another address.
Handbook Clarification items
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Define calendaring committee, create RO section of the handbook, clarify gate usage for IMD Champs,
clarify out of division college athletes and previous year’s participation for the IMD Junior Team, clarify
Alpine General Membership
IMD Equipment
Approval to buy 5 new radios
Current VHF Radio Frequencies
151.6250
158.4000
151.7000
158.4075
151.7600

2016/2017 ACC Members
Bridger Call- Chairman, Gordon Perry- Vice Chairman, Becky Stone- YSL Chairman, Troy PriceDevelopment Committee, Mike Hammer- IMD President, Jamie Dupratt- Athlete Rep, Steve
Schowengerdt- Officials Education, Scotty McGrew, Steve Bounous, Matt Sylvester, Ignacio Birkner,
Jesse Hunt, Mark Wedeking, Todd Brickson, Matt Brown, Markus Stock, Scott Mathers, Corey McGrath,
Mike Collaer, Garrett Workman, Keith Brower, Tyson Henrie
2016-2017 ACC Chairman: Bridger Call
ACC Vice-Chairman: Gordan Perry
Athlete Representative: Jamie Dupratt
Elected Judicial Committee- Todd Brickson- Chairman, Scott McGrew
Grant Committee- Scott McGrew, Todd Brickson, Steve Bounous, Jesse Hunt, Bridger Call
Development Committee- Troy Price, Jon Souter, James Tautkus, Mark Wedeking, Jason Lance, TBD
(South), Becky Stone
Officials Committee- Steve Schowengerdt, Becky Stone, Troy Price, Bridger Call
Motion to Adjourn
MSP (Hunt/Call) Meeting adjourned at 2:30pm
Next Meeting: May 25, 2017
*Minutes subject to ACC approval on the fall 2016 call
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IMD ACC Chairman’s Report 201516
Submitted by Todd Brickson 52316
It has been a pleasure to serve my twoyear term as the IMD ACC Chair. I have spent many years in all three
regions of the country and it is clear to me that no region or division can match the comradery, cooperation and
professionalism of IMD.
We had a much better snow year than 201415, but the season did not come without its challenges as inclement
weather followed the regional U19 race circuit creating some difficult race conditions and forcing a few
cancellations. The IMD U16 and younger circuits went off smoothly for the most part.
As a division have finally landed on an “athletically driven” calendar process the past two seasons originally
initiated by Troy Price. This year the addition of an IMD Calendar Working Group is the latest improvement to
ensure that our calendar is periodized, well spaced and prioritizes the best venues over historical siting. This
requires a few additional calendar meetings prior to this meeting but the result is well worth the extra time and
energy. I want to thank Jesse Hunt for chairing this committee. I also want to thank Bridger Call for his work as
member of the Western Region Calendar Committee as he was able to bring timely information to us so that we
could construct an IMD calendar in concert with the Western Region events.
A good example of athletically driven calendar change was reverting back to threeday U16 tech qualifiers
(2SL/GS and 2GS/SL and 3SG) was an excellent athletically driven move as it opens up a week for training,
requires only three quality sites instead of four, and it saves $ and travel.
An important safety improvement this season was increasing the number of Bnets by 40+ at the Bogus Basin
SuperG series in order to more fully protect the hill especially on the right side of the road section between
Waterfall jump and Brew 1 to bring it up to modern safety standards. Thank you to Mark Wedeking and his
BBSEF staff for the extra effort to make this happen.
IMD remains a very strong contributor of elite talent at this age group as evidenced by many strong performers who
are moving up the ranks regionally, nationally and internationally:
At the 201617 U.S Ski Team level, IMD is well represented by A Team members Ted Ligety, (PCST), Alice
McKennis (Rowmark), Tim Jitloff (PCST), Steve Nyman (PCST/Sundance), Resi Steigler (JHSC) and Jared
Goldberg (Snowbird), BTeam member Breezy Johnson (JHSC/Rowmark), CTeam members Sam Dupratt
(PCST), Brennan Rubie (Snowbird), and Kipling Weisel (SVSEF), and the National University Team member
Tanner Farrow (SVSEF).
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On the U19 National Training Group for 201617 from IMD: Alix Wilkinson (PCST) moved from the U16 NTG to
the U19 NTG. Note that the U16 NTG has been changed to a projectbased program for 201617. Nominated:
Bennett Snyder (SVSEF)
IMD had a very strong showing at the U19 Nationals including podiums and top 10 results: Girls: Hannah West
(Rowmark), Madison Ostergren (SBSEF), Sofia Yubero (Rowmark), Jules Parke (Rowmark), Hailey Cutler
(SVSEF), Charlotte Townshend (PCST), Claire Thomas (PCST), Isabella Wright (SBSEF), and Erin Smith
(SVSEF). Boys: Andrew Miller (PCST) and Alex Birkner (CVST).
Also IMD performed very well at the WR U16 Championships and National U16/14 Championships. At Regionals
we had several athletes on the podium including Alix Wilkinson (PCST/NTG), Madison Hoffman (Rowmark),
Bennett Snyder (SVSEF), Scottie Bocock (Rowmark), and Lily Fitzgerald (SVSEF). At the U16 Nationals IMD
had several victories and podiums by Madison Hoffman (Rowmark), Scottie Bocock (Rowmark), Bennett Snyder
(SVSEF), and Alix Wilkinson (PCST/NTG). On the U14 podium at U16 Nationals were Tommy Hoffman
(Rowmark), Oliver Parazette (JHSC), and Buey Grossman(SVSEF).
Thank you again to Mike Hammer for his diligent work with Don Owen in getting IMD’s Articles of Incorporation
and ByLaws uptodate and submitted ahead of the deadline this past fall to USSA for the new USSA Affiliation
Agreement.
Finally, as you all know, this past year Bill Gunesch replaced Lester Keller as the Western Region Director and Jeff
Pickering replaced Karen Harjo as the Western Region Coach. We welcome Bill and Jeff in their new, critical
leadership roles. Gwynn Watkins was the lone consistent WR staff member during this transition and took on a
very high workload to bridge the gap. Thank you Gwynn!
Following are my notes (not a complete summary) pertaining to several relevant action items, proposals and
decisions that occurred over the past month at the WR April Las Vegas meeting and the May USSA Congress
meetings in Park City.
Respectfully submitted,
Todd Brickson

Todd’s Notes from the WR April Las Vegas meeting and the May USSA Congress meetings in Park City (not
a complete summary):
Link to important 2016 Congress documents, reports and proposals:
http://media.ussa.org/Public/Athletics/Alpine/Congress2016/
Las Vegas WR meeting April 20, 2016 and WR Congress meeting May 11, 2016
WR Wild West women’ series remove NJR designation –passed
Change Open FIS to multiple open sites for December and March racespassed
WEST Team selection criteria to be reworked, redefined
FIS intent deadline to increase to 28 days
new equipment matrixU19 GS boys to 30m / girls to 25 m
Bill GuneschWR Director:
WR projects to enhance, not duplicate what clubs deliver
increase use of SkillsQuest
3 levels of race calendar for an athlete: reach, sweetspot, confidence
Gwynn WatkinsWR Manager:
FIS starts too high
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parent handbook coming
website needs to be updated
WR projects review and 201617 calendar
Darryl WhitakerWR Youth Coordinator:
Skillsquest
Troy PriceWR Treasurer:
WR now has its own tax id # 11K surplus for 210516, $131K in account
BridgerWR Calendar Committee
3 levels of calendar for an athlete: reach, sweetspot, confidence
Change Open FIS to multiple open sites for December and March racespassed
USSA Development Committee Meeting May 1213, 2016
Brian Krill Ed Committee:
pocket guides
clinics nationwide level 100300
58% of coaches are certified
Patrick RimlUSST Alpine Director:
Austria have 3.5 times our budget
other countries national teams ski 7580 days in offseason
US despite budget challenges adding more days on snow (AprilMay in Mammoth and Squaw) to close gap
specific SL team at WC for US (and Austria) need 30k gates
strategies:
1 Athlete Management
2 High achieving athletesroster selection
3 Integrated Support Teamcoaches, service, conditioning, physios, sport psych…
4 Performance metricsdebrief, evaluate
5 Big event planning –World Champs, Olympicspeaking
6 Olympicsvenue training
Critical Success Factors
team cohesion
collaborative planning
conditioningcan’t increase volume with strong conditioning
venues
evaluation
talent id
US home field advantage
individual athlete management
Injury management
communication
equipment/service
remain students of the sport
mental performance
*Equipment rule potential change for men from 35 to 30 meters for 201718? into Olympic year instead of after.
193 but 188 for first year FIS? Women stay with 30m.
Proposal to WC field size shrink to 45 skiers tech, 60 speed
Proposal for CC cup winner to start 31 in next WC
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Proposal to increase number of combinations in U16 and U14 setting rules
Chip KnightUSST Development Director
WRJC was better than previous years and all high performers are returning. 9 th in Holdler Cup this year, same as
last year. Very poor in SL
Youth Olympic GamesRadamus 3 golds. Cashman
NorAmsimproved from 2 juniors gaining WC spots to 5
do well in speed in junior World rank, but not in tech. but speed skiers need to be much stronger in tech as well.
7 Nations Cup Wilkinsin won SL, Hurt 2nd in GS
Longines Future Ski ChampionsRitchie 2nd
Refined NTG program:
U16 NTG Projects but no named fulltime team
U19 NTG teams smaller and elitetough criteria, work closely with DTeam
Mens U19 National Performance Series
(80 kids last year at these eventslarge group)
3 projects during seasonone in each region
planning to lengthen events from 4 to 7 days and bring in 2 disciplines
U16 Projects:
Time trial in Copper in November to qualify for 7 Nations Cup
2 regional based projects (Copper and Stowe)
European trip
U16 Nationals at Snowbird
Strategies:
More tech focus at Dteam level
Clear path calendarless racing, more training blocks, home seriesstretch seriesconfidence series planning
National and regional projects
New conditioning assessmentNorwegian modelUSST to Club do same tests
Skills Quest roadmap
FIS membership. 1st Italy , 2nd US, 3rd Japan..
We race a lot more (6047) than Austria (4047 FIS starts on average)
We have less USSA racers than in 2009 especially at FIS ages.
Tiger ShawUSSA CEO:
USA WCs 201617 (16 starts instead of the normal 5)
Killington Womens WC in November
Aspen
Squaw
Dan Leever Presentation: Study and interviews of WC top 30
http://media.ussa.org/Public/Athletics/Alpine/Congress2016/LeeverStudy/LeeverSummaryvFinal
WCTop30Study.pdf
1. start young
2. train more
3. be good young
4. leave room for outliers along the way
5. many roads to Rome
Patrick RimlElite Dev. Committee:
not close to where we want to be in terms of results
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we have 4x the athletes compared to AUT and SUI
we should be better even by accident
cost do fund US Ski Team has doubled in the past 7 years
We need fixes:
train more
reduce starts
reduce costs
Solutions?
we are racing too much including NTG
new model? boy/boy x 2 races on Sat and girl/girl x 2 races on Sun opens up a
$....

whole day for training, rest, save

(day 2)
Mike MorinDevelopment Committee Chair:
read Galusha letter
too much racing, not enough training
are our decisions athletically based?
are we winning at every level?
athlete managementrest, train, raceperiodized approach
making change is hard
look at facts, put opinion aside
Martin GyerEastern Director
East has strong year
large # of east projects which included 28 boys and 17 girls=45 total (downsized from 60 the previous year for
greater quality)
Darlene Nolting, R/C Director
good regional collaboration
hiring a regional youth coordinator and renewed focus on fundamentals
already have a 3 year commitment to Skills Quest which is paying off
focus on terrain at events
lots of camps including fundamentals, Skillsquest, conditioning, southern hemisphere, birds of prey
3035 boys and girls combined at U1916 level. U14 much broader (50150 kids)
Bill Gunesch Western Director
staff is Bill, Gwynn, Pick, Darryl
projectbased for a long time and due to regional size
make sure that projects complement our clubs
Mammoth June rtg camps and flight school
August RTG Slalom camp with high volume focus
August La Parva Camp now in August instead of Sept.
November camps in CO prior to early races
Panorama Noram project
WEST team (1214 athletes)
RTG program more fluid (1220 athletes based on WR head to head competition and NTSM always including GS
rank
planning to ramp up Skillsquest
added U14 Regional Championship last season
250 kids involved
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IMD Calendar Working Group Meetings 5/4/16 and 5/12/16
site evaluation
stack vs stagger discussion try to stagger as much as possible
discussion to alternate or block tech and spped blocksdecision to keep alternating
discussion to reduce # of SG starts for 2 nd year U14sdecision to keep
try to keep a 2 week hiatus between last qualifier and championship
reestablish a qualifying series to WRJC?issue with equipment difference. Reason we eliminated this last year
was to prevent double qualifying

Alpine Sport Committee mtg 5/14/16
Proposals that went to ASC for vote:
(West votesCraig Kruger and Todd Kelly)
http://media.ussa.org/Public/Athletics/Alpine/Congress2016/Proposals/
1. reduce gate keepers down to Jury with option to use as well as additional gate keepers if on hand,
including SL for USSA races. PASSED but FAILED at ASC.
2. SL delay gate eliminate 6m minimum distance to go in line with FIS. PASSED
3. USSA Course Setting matrix to mostly align with FIS. AMENDED AND PASSED
4. USSA equipment matrix including U19 GS: 30m men, 25m women PASSED New Equipment Matrix
link: http://media.ussa.org/Public/Athletics/Alpine/Congress-2016/2016-2017AlpineEquipment.pdf
5. U14 and younger 60 inch SL pole as a minimum as opposed to requirement FAILED
6. East wants more and different U14 projects (not necessarily U14s to U16 Nationals PASSED
7. One win and another top 3 in SG, GS, SL at the U14 Regionals in order to qualify for U16 Nationals
(from USSA) instead of 5 from each region
(This proposal was considered in place of 2 other proposals to eliminate all
U14s from U16
Nationals) PASSED
8. Allow PNSA to allow for continuing to test ability class racing PASSED
9. U16 Regional Performance Series to get the best U16s together more often. U16 NTG and 6 boys and
6 girls from each region. Project/Time trial to determine 7 Nations Cup Team to Europe in Feb and
become automatic status to U16 Nationals. Date and location TBA. PASSED
10. USSA U21-19 Nationals instead of FIS U19 Nationals. ASC PASSED for 2017-18 (not 2016-17). Larger
U19 Nationals quota to US Nationals and possible additional U19 only GS and SL races at US
Nationals. May happen 2016-17.
11. 100 fis points NorAms and eliminating 120 ussa point rule for International (amendment) including
Canada and out of region. PASSED
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2016 IMD ACC Meeting
Carma’s Report
The 20152016 proved to be a great year for IMD. The snow was amazing and plentiful for most of the year. All
of our regularly scheduled races went off without a hitch. The one exception was the Eric Hayes, which was re
scheduled to Snowking. I would like to thank the JHSC for picking up the race and I would like to thank PCST and
Gail Barber for providing RA assistance for the resite. One highlight that needs to be mentioned was the US
Nationals held in Sun Valley. I was fortunate enough to go over for a few days of that event. The surface was
tremendous and Scotty and his crew knocked it out of the park. I saw quite a few IMD coaches in Sun Valley,
lending a helping hand for a few days. Both of the aforementioned scenarios, really drive home the sense of
community that we have here in IMD.
Membership
IMD licenses were up this year. Our alpine memberships were at 1379 participants, which is about the same as we
had last year. 2016 had 310 U16+ licenses and 1069 U14, U12 and U10 licenses. We had 18 IMD registered
teams in 2015-2016, which is about the same as we have been at for the last several years. Licensing for the
coming season will be: U10 and under- $25 USSA, $20 IMD, U12-$50 USSA, $20 IMD, U14-$75 USSA, $20
IMD, U16 and older- $150 USSA, $50 IMD.
Financials
The division is doing well financially. After all of the accounts receivables are in we will finish the season with
approximately $117,000 dollars in the checking account. In addition, IMD spent $9,850 on our athlete Grant
Program. IMD also spent $10,500 on the Intermountain Junior Team, end of the season awards and trophies for the
Intermountain Championships. Along with that, IMD subsidizes Race Organizers their TD stipend and subsidizes
our TD update. Our TD expenses came to roughly $6,000 with the update and the stipend reimbursement. IMD
suffered a loss with our Fidelity investment account. The 2015 balance for the BOD account was $109,961.29 and
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the ACC account had a balance of $131,398.02. The BOD account decreased to $102,954 and the ACC account
increased to $119,759. As of February 19, 2016, the total balance for both accounts is $222,713.63.
Volunteers
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Todd Brickson for being our ACC Chairman for the past two seasons.
He was great to work with. Todd along with Bridger Call did a great job representing IMD on the Western
Region ACC. Thank you to Troy Price for heading up the IMD Development Committee and for offering to act
as the Treasurer for the WR ACC. Becky Stone continues to amaze me. She once again helped immensely
with the YSL Finals. Mike Hammer deserves a heartfelt thanks for his diligent effort to bring us in compliance
with USSA. And Finally, Steve Schowengerdt is back in the saddle and IMD is lucky to have him.
Carma Burnett IMD Director
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IMD Development Committee Report
IMD ACC Convention – May 26, 2016
Committee Members
Chair – Troy Price
- U14 – North – Jon Souter (JH)
- U14 – South – Jason Lance (PC)
- U12/10 – North – James Taco (SV)
- U12/10 – South – Open Seat
- YSL – North – Mark Wedeking (BB)
- YSL – South – Becky Stone (SB)
Purpose: To maintain a small committee of coaches who work directly with younger athletes allowing for
professional input in making recommendations to the ACC.
IMD Champs
 No current proposals
 Need to ensure consistency in hosting duals.
 Quotas remain: U10 at 10, and U12 at 40: per gender per NS/SS.
North/South Series
 No current proposals
 Future ideas that we are exploring:
o Single run format – to encourage sense of urgency
o SL Kombi – to challenge adaptability
o GS Dual – to increase a fun competitive spirit
o Skillsquest – host sanctioned events
U14 Series
 No current Proposals
 Ruling for 60” SL gate stands after ASC review.
 Recent changes have all been very well received and are producing great athletic
accomplishments. The IMD U14 Boys swept the SL podium at Nationals!
 Need to improve the information regarding U14 Regionals, Tri-Divisionals, and Projects with the
IMD Handbook.
 Looking into the need of increasing our IMD U14 WC point system to award Top 60 rather than
Top 50.
 Quotas:
o Nationals: quota was revised to be smaller, stating that athletes must have a win as well
as another Top 3 result to qualify.
o Regionals: 18 Female 26 Male. Hosted in FW at Alpine Meadows.
o Tri-Divisionals: U16’s quota at 20 Female and 19 Male, then the U14 quota is at 47
Female and 49 Male. Hosted at Snowbird again!
U14 Projects
 The Speed Project was a success. I would like to send a special thanks to Corey, Darryl, and the
attending coaches. We had 60 athletes attend. This was a max number to ensure quality. We
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would like to propose the idea of having 2 sites for this project allowing us to remain all-inclusive.


We hosted our 3rd annual spring project. Such a fun way for the athletes to wrap up there
season. We discussed to concept of limiting this event to 1st year U14’s as our pipeline for 2nd
year U14’s is rather full.
o

We could even consider inviting the Top 5 per gender of the 2nd year U12’s.
- Selection from IMD Champs
- Ranked based on combined WC points from both SL and GS.
- Ties to be broken by best overall finish, then 2nd best finish, then by seasonal ranking if
needed.

Other
 Quotas:
o U16’s Regionals: 32 Female and 26 Male
o WRJC’s: 24 Female and 35 Male
YSL Series
o

Defer to Becky Stone
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